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Abstract: Educational Datamining (EDM) has inspired the development of innovative approaches and improvements in instructional settings. The Vast
Array of practice and research in this area has enforced significant possibilities and software out of personalization and adaptation Design and pedagogy
decisions centered on students' needs. Learning Analytics (LA) and EDM play with an important Role in improving learning procedures by offering
advanced software of analytics Techniques. This also Results in the understanding discovery regarding the learning procedures, and advancement and
integration of personalized, flexible, and interactive informative surroundings. Technology enhanced learning (TEL) surrounds to boost the information
and abilities of students. Inquiry based learning (IBL) targets contexts where students are intended to detect knowledge as opposed to passively
memorizing the theories it eases learning and improve learning accomplishments of the students.
Index Terms: Educational Datamining (EDM), Learning Analytics (LA), Technology enhanced learning (TEL), Inquiry based learning (IBL)
——————————  ——————————

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the Growth of Internet 2.0 websites and collaborative
programs that inspire visitors to participate, the building of data
seen on the internet has shifted in the previous decades.
Employing these social networks being an information
resource has got a good deal of consideration. This tendency
remained triggered through prevalence with the addition of
consumer responses in online buying portal sites or agency
platforms. One of the fundamental actions in opinion mining or
sentiment analysis is substituting the schism of a particular
text/feature to ascertain whether it's positive, neutral or
negative. Numerous methods are employed with this particular
function. Some professional analysts used the climbing
solution to connect numbers with all proper ideas a term is
depicting. Studies have also revealed that subjectivity or
objectivity identification might also reach the aim. On the flip
side, the countless nice grained analysis version are the
aspect or characteristic based opinion exploration system with
this particular specific function. The fundamental Idea of
sentiment-based mining is always to ascertain the thoughts or
opinions which are expressed on distinct aspects or features of
stuff. When text has been categorized in record level or
paragraph amount it may possibly perhaps not let what the
remark holder enjoys or dislikes. When a record is favourable
within a thing it does not necessarily mean the opinion holder
may hold positive feedback about all of the features or aspects
of this thing. Similarly, in case a record is negative it doesn't
necessarily mean the opinion holder will probably dislike all
about the thing clarified.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Since early 2000, opinion mining has developed the most
vigorous study zone in natural language processing. This
growth is mainly due to the social media revolution that
generates large volumes of opinionated data. Sentiment
analysis has become a focus of social media research. From
early 2000, it has found its way into a number of other fields
including management sciences, political science, social and
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economic sciences (Liu, 2012). Nowadays, interest in
sentiment analysis spans many domains. Since the concept of
“opinion" is critical to many activities, businesses and other
entities are interested in knowing what those opinions are.
Researchers have applied sentiment analysis in manyreal-life
domains, such as forecasting auctions recital (Liu et al., 2007),
linking Twitter sentiments with community judgement elections
(O'Connor et al., 2010), forecasting box-office profits (Doshi,
2010), predicting the stock market (Bollen et al., 2011),
studying trading strategies (Zhang and Skiena, 2010), and
studying the relationship between the NFLbetting line and
public opinions (Hong and Skiena, 2010). Hsinchun Chen &
David Zimbra (2010) explained the relationship between
artificial intelligence and opinion mining. Yingcai Wu et al.
(2010) presented a new opinion mining model for interactive
and visual opinion analysis in which the authors handled the
element of uncertainty effectively in the tasks of opinion
extraction, opinion combination, and opinion visualization. In
opinion extraction, the authors managed both complete and
incomplete language data to handle ambiguity. In opinion
combination and

3 SENTIMENT MINING
Sentiment Mining is an approach that's used to extract and
detect abstract information in text file. Sentiment mining is tries
to spot the opinion of an author concerning a few aspects as
well as the overall contextual polarity of some inspection
papers. Polarity identification could possibly stay positive,
neutral and negative. That will be always to spot that the
opinion state directly is identified as direct remark, Opinion
mining remarks happen to be mined out of customer
responses on several different services and products over
their opinion feature extraction. Opinion mining is useful for
sentiment analysis which an extension of data mining that
extracts and analyses unstructured data automatically and
determines the attitudes, opinions and emotions of a person
discussing a particular topic. Textual, review-based opinions or
sentiments are to be analysed using different parameters,
depends on the area of application. Consider an example of
opinion mining in identifying a subject from an entity. In such
case, the properties of the entity depend on the domainof
interest. The natural language processing system is employed
to analyse sentiments for opinion mining, taking into
consideration a variety of attributes. In order to identify the
necessary opportunities and for managing the reputations, it is
necessary for the business community to collect the opinion
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from the customers through online mode. Today, reviews and
ratings depend upon the overall subjectivity of the domain, i.e.,
an overall rating. Beyond this, recommendations are provided
based on the overall rating of a specific domain. However,
there commendations do not consider a specific aspect or
feature of a domain, and fail to satisfy and cover all the
expectations of the users. Sentiment analysis started with an
interest in knowing the sentimental polarity of a document.
Sentiment polarity indicates whether a given text holds
positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. One of the early
sentiment analysis works applied a number of machine
learning methods to determine the polarity of movie reviews
(Pang et al., 2002). Their work was motivated by text
categorization; they were interested in finding novel methods
to categorize unstructured text, and sentiment was one aspect
for categorizing documents.

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of the proposed system consists of
eight components: a user interface, query and document
analyser, decision manager, feature selection module,
classification module, document manager, document database
and lookup database. A user can interact with the system
through the user interface. The query given by the user is
given to the query analyser. The query analyser searches the
twitter for user discussions based on the query. The modules
of the system are as follows:
Document Database
Decision Manager
Feature Dictionary
User Interface Module
Query Analyzer
Classification Module
Feature Selection Module
The discussions are analysed and stored in the document
database. The feature selection module is responsible for
forming features. The classification module classifies
documents and submits them to the decision manager, which
uses the classified results and lookup table to decide on the
formation of groups. After forming groups, the decision
manager informs the user interface through the document
manager. The last is responsible for managing discussions by
group members as well as their profiles.

Step 7: Read a query from users.
Step 8: Select features.
Step 9: Classify and identify sentiments.
Step 10: Put the users in the proper group.

6 CONCLUSIONS
An opinion mining service system has beenProposed for
opinion word extraction and servicerecommendation. The
system identifies key opinion words and classifies them as
intrusive and extensive, based on ratings and a threshold
value. To this end, new algorithms are proposed to provide
suitable recommendations. The maincontribution of domain
relevancy is the use of semantic analysis for domain-based
reasoning that identifies suitable services for each user it is
observed that the proposed recommendation system provides
better recommendations than the standing structures. The
performance improvement is due to the use of effective
techniques in terms of rules obtained from opinions and
temporal constraints for opinion mining based on natural
language processing. Feature extraction is an important
activity which is aimed atselecting the most important
attributes from a dataset. Data pre-processing helps perform
both feature selection and row reduction. Therefore, in this
research, feature selection is carried out at the attribute level
and extended up tothe row level. In this feature selection, the
size of the dataset has been reduced. Redundant features and
those that do not contribute in decision making are eliminated.
The proposed feature selection algorithm enhanced the
performance of the classifier by increasing classification
accuracy and reducing training time due to the reduction in the
number of attributes.
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